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CONTEXT AND PURPOSE

This inaugural whitepaper evolved from numerous discussions within the 
I-Com Attribution Council.  While “Attribution” is widely used throughout the 
advertising industry, there are many views as to what it is and how marketers 
should be approaching it.  What was not disputed is that Attribution has been 
slow to emerge as a new standard for digital media measurement.  Despite 
the flaws and limitations of last-touch and last-click, they remain the de facto 
standard for attributing credit for most advertisers.  This led us to the funda-
mental question: why has adoption (of multi-touch Attribution) been so slow?  

Based on that single question, we set out to do the research and write this 
paper with several objectives: 

Define and distinguish digital  
attribution

Address historical challenges to 
adoption

Document how the space has 
evolved in recent years

Illuminate the cost of “old” 
attribution 

Build a compelling business case 
for migrating to “new” attribution   

Support the thesis with real-world 
business cases 

It is our hope that this paper will help marketers think differently about how 
they measure media, and to lay the groundwork for multi-touch attribution to 
become the new standard for all brands.

AUTHOR: 

Steve Latham,  
Global Head of Analytics 
at Flashtalking

CONTRIBUTING AUTHOR:  
Melissa Grady,  
Head of Media and 
Performance Marketing at 
Cadillac
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While a majority of brands have done pilots, a small subset have fully 
migrated to MTA and standardized on attribution-based KPIs across the 
enterprise.

Many still feel their old models are sufficient and still use last-touch KPIs to 
measure performance of media and their agencies. 

Six in 10 US companies will use multichannel attribution in 2018. 

37% of in-house marketers worldwide used marketing attribution in 2017 
(Econsultancy).

Very few marketers are using more advanced attribution practices.

62.8% of respondents planned to prioritize attribution in 2018.

INTRODUCTION

In the early days of digital advertising, marketers were limited to a narrow set of 
data points for attributing credit for online conversions.  First-touch or click, last-
touch or click, and rules-based attribution became the standards for measuring 
performance of digital media.  In the late 2000s, fractional or multi-touch attribution 
(MTA) emerged as new and better way of allocating credit across and within 
digital channels.  Since then, MTA has evolved quite a bit, becoming easier to 
implement, more flexible for brand-specific use cases, and more cost-effective.  
At the same time, realization that last-touch attribution is a flawed approach has 
grown around the globe. 

Despite these occurrences, only a minority of advertisers have fully evolved from 
last-touch attribution to MTA. A May 2017 survey conducted by the DMA and 
marketing research firm Demand Metric found just 13% of US marketers reported 
using advanced attribution for marketing. 

According to a recent 2018 eMarketer study:

Based on dozens of conversations with brands and agencies, we’ve learned 
some interesting facts:

http://www.i-com.org
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Many still use last-touch attribution to define agency compensation 
benchmarks.

Very few are aware of the costs of old attribution: how misleading signals 
can lead to wasted spend and lost opportunities to grow revenue.

This paper seeks to address the cost of “old” attribution, historic hurdles to 
adoption and the new paradigm for MTA with the goal of helping marketers realize 
that MTA is no longer a ‘nice-to-have’ approach for measuring and optimizing 
performance. 

http://www.i-com.org
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WHAT’S WRONG WITH OLD ATTRIBUTION MODELS? 

MODEL PROBLEMS

Last / First Touch or Click:  
100% credit awarded to one interaction.

• False positives: over-allocates credit to 
one ad.  

• False negatives: Ignores contribution of 
other interactions.

• Rewards bad behavior: excessive 
retargeting and cookie-bombing.

U-Shaped: allocates 50% to 1st ad and 50% to 
last ad.

False positives: over-allocates credit to 
first and last ads. 

False negatives: Ignores contribution of 
other interactions. 

Rewards retargeting and  
cookie-bombing.

Even weighted: awards even fractional credit 
to every paid impression or click in the path.

• False positives: rewards excessive 
retargeting. 

• False negatives: penalizes higher quality 
ads that deserve more credit.

• Does not not distinguish media or 
creative quality.

Time-decay:  rules-based approach to 
fractional credit. Assumes no delay between 
decision to purchase and actual conversion.

• False positives: assumes most recent ads 
influenced the conversion.

• Rewards excessive retargeting and free 
riders.

• False negatives: penalizes quality upper 
funnel ads. 

Let’s start by defining “bad attribution” and contrasting it with outputs from digital 
MTA models. The table below defines traditional “static” attribution models and 
the reason why they are problematic in measuring digital media.

http://www.i-com.org
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DEFINING PROPER ATTRIBUTION

By “proper” attribution we are referring to algorithmic, fractional or multi-touch 
attribution (MTA) for measuring digital media. While there are many approaches, 
to keep the scope of this paper manageable, we’ll define (digital) MTA as any 
approach that meets the following criteria:

Using algorithmic MTA to allocate credit where it’s due, marketers can come 
much closer to achieving their key objectives of optimizing media spend:

Reduce wasted spend on underperforming media buys. 

Re-allocate budget to those media buys that are achieving their performance 
goals.

Optimize targeting strategies, segments, formats, creative and keywords.

Free up budget to test new media buys, personalization or other tactics to 
improve performance.

Includes all paid and non-paid interactions (touchpoints) for each converting 
and non-converting user.

Uses machine-learning, algorithmic models to determine the relative 
contribution of each interaction (impression, click, visit, conversion) in the 
customer journey.

Allocates credit to each paid and non-paid interaction based on outputs 
from the modeled results. 

Reports the attributed conversions for each measured media channel, 
vendor, strategy, segment, placement, creative or keyword.

http://www.i-com.org
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DISTINGUISHING TYPES OF ATTRIBUTION  
This paper focuses on digital MTA, which differs from top-down, cross-channel 
attribution or Marketing Mix Modeling (MMM).  While all are relevant and 
complementary, they are very different by design.

“Top-down” cross-channel attribution or Marketing Mix Modeling measures 
the contribution to sales of each media channel, including TV, direct mail, out-
of-home, in-store, digital display, paid search, email, etc.).  This approach is 
useful for measuring the value of brand equity to determine sales incrementality 
and return on spend for each channel.  MMM and cross-channel attribution 
also may be used to identify the optimal mix of media spend for each advertiser.  
MMM is longitudinal in nature, typically requiring 12-24 months of granular 
data inputs, and is performed annually, semi-annually or quarterly.

“Bottom-up” digital MTA complements MMM by analyzing each customer 
journey and using machine-learning outputs as signals for optimizing digital 
media spend.  MTA is based on a unified view of each user’s conversion 
path, rather than the relationship between disparate data sets. The goal of 
MTA is not to calculate true ROS for digital, but rather to provide clear and 
actionable signals for optimizing digital media in the context of offline media, 
brand health, competition, seasonality and other macro factors.

http://www.i-com.org
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DEFINING DIGITAL MULTI-TOUCH ATTRIBUTION  
(FOR THIS PAPER) 

Even within MTA, there are many approaches and schools of thought. To keep 
the scope of this paper manageable, we’ll define Digital MTA as any approach 
that meets the following criteria:

Includes all paid and non-paid digital interactions (touchpoints) for each 
converting and non-converting user. This includes digital impressions, clicks, 
visits and conversions from paid, owned and earned media. 

Uses machine-learning, algorithmic models to determine the relative 
contribution of each interaction (impression, click, visit, conversion) in the 
customer journey.

Allocates credit to each paid and non-paid interaction based on outputs from 
the modeled results.

Quantify the attributed conversions for each measured media channel, 
vendor, strategy, segment, placement, creative or keyword.

http://www.i-com.org
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Defining clear goals, processes, reporting hierarchies, KPIs and opera-
tional responsibilities.

Implementing and/or modifying data collection sources and methods, 
including ad server setup, tag-based systems, impression tracking, 
click-tracking, site tags or spots, and offline data ingestion.

QA and testing the tracking, modeling and reporting system (before it’s 
too late).

HURDLES TO DIGITAL MTA ADOPTION

1.  Organizational alignment
Organizational silos and budgeting that prevent marketers from taking a ho-
listic, cross-channel view of all digital media.  In many instances, budgets 
and responsibilities are split between departments and agencies, without a 
designated person or team to lead cross-channel coordination.  While the 
structures vary across brands, it’s typical to see different teams responsible 
for branding, performance, programmatic, direct display, paid search, organic 
search, paid social, organic social, email, online sales, offline sales, etc.  

2.  Organizational change 
Brands often invest in solutions without first engaging key stakeholders 
(including their agencies) on the need for change, their strategy for migrating 
to MTA, and the plan for reviewing and acting on the insights. This is 
compounded by lengthy, complex onboarding processes:   

While few will defend last-touch as a valid attribution model, it’s surprisingly still 
prevalent as the de facto measurement standard across the globe.  Why do mar-
keters still use last-touch and last-click when we all know these are short-sighted 
metrics? While empirical studies are hard to find, the I-COM Attribution Council 
generally agrees that digital MTA adoption has been hindered by the following:

http://www.i-com.org
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Unrealistic expectations.

Sub-optimal use cases, e.g. seeking to determine how online media 
drives brand engagement that is ultimately realized by in-store CPG 
purchases.

Lack of execution by the brand, agency or vendor.

Data discrepancies between systems and platforms, e.g. the attribution 
platform vs. ad server vs. site analytics.

Lack of transparency in the modeling process, inputs and predictive 
accuracy.

Cost of the solution (typically includes a setup fee and recurring monthly 
fee tied to volume).

Soft cost of planning and setup (man hours and lost productivity).

Soft cost of reviewing and acting on the insights. 

3.  Application of insights
Even in cases of successful implementation and delivery of insights, many fail 
to act (optimize) on these insights.  In some cases, the reports are only seen 
by the analytics team, rather than the planning and media teams who must 
implement changes to the plan.  Without a clear plan, operational deadlines 
or process for sharing and acting on the insights, and the results of those 
actions, there is no system for making the users accountable for making the 
most of the tools. 

4.  Disappointing tests
       Due to:  

5.  High costs 
There are hard and soft costs that must be accounted for including:

http://www.i-com.org
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6.  Scalability
Among those that were successful in one-off tests, many struggle in deter-
mining how to scale the approach across the enterprise.

Below are a few real-world examples of unsuccessful attempts highlighting a few 
of the challenges that exist with any transition to a new standard for measurement. 

Case Study:  Falling short due to limited data

A global jeweler sought to measure the effectiveness of select display 
media buys for a Valentine’s Day campaign in China. Despite the team’s 
best efforts, the outcome of this MTA exercise was underwhelming, due to 
the following limitations:

The display campaign led consumers to a standalone campaign 
website, which had limited traffic.  As the global team managing the 
brand website did not participate in this test, tracking for the campaign 
was not implemented. As many exposed consumers navigated to 
the brand site, the absence of tracking severely limited post-view 
conversions.

The campaign did not include search, social or other channels, and 
many publishers were reluctant to allow impression tracking, resulting 
in a very limited view of engagement.

http://www.i-com.org
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Case Study: Evolving business processes
A global consumer brand wanted to move to MTA with the hope of 
empowering its agencies to make smarter decisions and continuously 
improve campaign performance. They quickly learned the level of work 
required was more than originally anticipated. Trafficking teams had to 
adopt strict naming conventions and a process was implemented to ensure 
cost data was populating in both planning tools and the ad server. They 
also added the task of reconciling dynamic costs multiple times per month.

For media planners, the bigger challenge was the mental shift they had to 
make.  Over the years they had developed an understanding of the data 
they saw in specific platforms.  When faced with a new system and new 
metrics, there was natural apprehension to accepting and acting on the 
data in new ways. 

The findings and case studies above help to explain why inertia is still 
a formidable hurdle to embracing and scaling MTA as a new business 
practice.

http://www.i-com.org
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While the vast majority of advertisers realize the limitations of old attribution, 
many still view MTA as a “nice to have” and view last-touch (or other static models) 
as sufficient.  Few brands seem to understand the propensity and cost of false 
signals from static attribution.

Last-touch attribution can be harmful in several ways:

May lead advertisers to over-invest in lower funnel media while  
under-investing in upper funnel media.

Provides perverse incentives for media vendors to excessively retarget us-
ers who are more likely to convert, having visited the site or clicked on a pre-
vious ad.  As long as advertisers continue to reward publishers for winning 
last-touch conversions, they will encourage behavior that is counterproduc-
tive – and possibly even destructive – to their brand objectives. 

Introduces the potential to create a vicious cycle in which brands allocate 
more and more of their budget to retargeting ads.  This in turn reduces in-
vestment in upper-funnel media, which eventually restricts the flow of new 
prospects. 

Puts the advertiser at a competitive disadvantage, opening the door to be 
disrupted by smarter, data-driven marketers. 

THE COST OF STATUS QUO (OUTDATED ATTRIBUTION)

http://www.i-com.org
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One way to assess the cost of outdated attribution is by comparing and 
contrasting outputs with those from MTA.  Shown below is actual data from 
a US Gaming company seeking to understand where last-touch signals 
varied from those of validated, MTA models.  Using relative ratings based 
on CPA for each placement, the study found that last-touch placement 
signals materially diverged from MTA on 55% of the placements, with an 
average CPA variance of 99%.  Last-touch consistently generated false 
positives (overstating performance) and false negatives (understating 
performance) that, if acted upon, could do more harm than good.  This 
study shows how relying on last-touch can be counterproductive in 
optimizing performance.

Case Study: Quantifying the Cost of Bad Attribution 

SITE PLACEMENT
CPA: LAST 

TOUCH RATING CPA: MTA RATING
CPA: 

MTA VS. LT
DSP 2 Behavioral_PHI_728x90 (PD917L) 52$                Winner Loser n/a
DSP 1 Gambling_Behavioral_PHI_300x250 (PD81HW) 63$                Winner $141 Challenger 125%
Travel Site 2 Atlantic_City_Destination_ABC_Property_Pages_728x90 (PD886R)65$                Winner $62 Winner -5%
Travel Site 3 Casino_Sports_Keywords_728x90 (PDB9QB) 79$                Challenger $277 Laggard 250%
DSP 2 Behavioral_NJ_160x600 (PD8QHP) 81$                Challenger $162 Challenger 100%
Travel Site 3 display_300x250 (PD89MZ) 85$                Challenger $298 Laggard 250%
DSP 2 Behavioral_NYC_300x250 (PD917D) 89$                Challenger $268 Laggard 200%
YP SERP_300x250 (PDCNQY) 91$                Challenger $100 Challenger 10%
Travel Site 1 Hotels_com_160x600 (PD885Y) 92$                Challenger $98 Challenger 7%
Travel Site 3 display_10_Days_Out_160x600 (PD89N0) 105$              Challenger $524 Loser 400%
DSP 1 Behavioral_NJ_300x250 (PDB9RN) 107$              Challenger $428 Loser 300%
DSP 2 Behavioral_PHI_300x250 (PDB9RX) 111$              Challenger $250 Laggard 125%
DSP 1 Predictive_Modeling_NJ_300x250 (PD82K0) 112$              Challenger $67 Winner -40%
Travel Site 3 Front_Door_Retargeting_10_Days_Out_300x250 (PD89MX)112$              Challenger $673 Loser 500%
DSP 1 Predictive_Modeling_NJ_160x600 (PD82JZ) 117$              Challenger $117 Challenger 0%
DSP 1 Gambling_Behavioral_NJ_300x250 (PD81HM) 124$              Challenger $165 Challenger 33%
Travel Site 3 300x600 (PD89MT) 131$              Challenger $375 Loser 188%
Travel Site 3 display_160x600 (PD89MY) 134$              Challenger $538 Loser 300%
Travel Site 1 Expedia_com_People_Searching_for_ACY_AIY_ZRA_300x250 (PD74QY)136$              Challenger $173 Challenger 27%
Travel Site 1 Hotels_com_300x250 (PD885Z) 137$              Challenger $85 Winner -38%
Travel Site 3 ROS_Casino_Segment_728_90 (PD886W) 137$              Challenger $274 Laggard 100%
Travel Site 3 10_Days_Out_300x600 (PD89MV) 154$              Challenger $768 Loser 400%
Travel Site 1 Brand_Keywords_300x250 (PDB9Q6) 154$              Challenger $257 Laggard 67%

http://www.i-com.org
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NEW PARADIGM FOR MTA   
While the early days of MTA may have been challenging, the space has matured, 
and with that, the cost and benefits have become much more attractive to 
marketers of all sizes.  

Better planning and execution 

Marketers have become more knowledgeable in understanding what is possible, 
defining requirements for success, coordinating efforts across departments 
and managing expectations. Consequently, the mistakes of the past (unrealistic 
expectations, silo-based approaches, failed implementations) occur much less 
frequently.  While there is still room for improvement, industry practitioners have 
become much more proficient at planning and executing advanced measurement 
programs.

Better tools
As reported in a series of articles by AdExchanger in 2015, the 2nd generation 
of MTA solutions were designed to overcome the early challenges listed above.  
Advancements in technology and expertise have led to much better implementation 
and usage. Specifically, current best practices for attribution often include easier 
(and faster) implementation: MTA implementations now take place in weeks vs. 
months.

• Ingesting native ad server log files, which significantly reduces the time 
and cost of implementing, testing and maintaining 3rd party tags to track 
impressions, clicks and visit/conversion data.

• Better integrations of anonymous user data and campaign data by ad 
serving, search, email, social and affiliate platforms.  Now that vendors 
collaborate to unify data when interactions occur, marketers can receive 
better data that is more easily unified for accurate analysis. 

This is achieved through:

http://www.i-com.org
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Understanding offline conversion data: including phone, location-based 
and offline purchases. As the industry has matured, phone conversions, 
store visits and in-store purchases can be synced with digital user IDs to 
provide closed-loop attribution for offline conversions. 

More actionable insights: with an increasing focus on MTA as means to 
improving performance, marketers are focusing less on what happened, and 
more on what actions should be taken to improve performance. 

More affordable: in recent years, the cost of MTA has come down consid-
erably, making advanced insights affordable for brands of all sizes. 

Better digital data

With more comprehensive breadth, granularity and portability of source data, 
there are fewer holes and discrepancies, thereby improving quality of the insights 
while saving time previously spent troubleshooting situations where impression, 
click and conversion counts did not reconcile across systems. Better digital data 
yields better results through:

• Deeper and wider experience has led to more mature operational processes, 
resulting in fewer mistakes, better outcomes and less time spent troubleshooting 
and fixing implementation errors.

http://www.i-com.org
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Better understanding of the customer journey: enabling more holistic analysis 
of the contribution of each interaction in the path to conversion.

Ability to segment and properly measure awareness-building, upper-funnel 
media vs. direct response or lower-funnel media.

More accurate insight into the performance of each media channel, vendor, 
strategy, placement, creative and keyword.

More precise and impactful signals for optimizing media spend. 

Ability to assess and optimize rapidly, enabling in-flight optimizations vs. 
after-the-fact. 

Higher returns from digital media investment.

Higher productivity: by leveraging existing data and proven analytics 
platforms, brands and agencies can build on the insights to address more 
strategic opportunities. 

Aligned incentives with media partners to focus on finding and engaging 
new customers rather than trying to game the system.

Better customer experience by reducing excessive retargeting.  

THE BENEFITS OF PROPER ATTRIBUTION

With lower cost, less friction and more actionable insights, the near-term and 
strategic benefits of MTA are now more attainable and visible.  Some of the key 
benefits include:

http://www.i-com.org
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CASE STUDIES OF SUCCESSFUL INITIATIVES

The benefits of proper MTA are broad and reaching. A few real-world examples 
are brought to life in the case studies below.  Please see the acknowledgements 
for a list of case study contributors. 

A German fashion retailer sought to understand the impact of individual 
touchpoints within a customer journey and analyze the behavior of users 
across multiple channels and devices. 

Using default last-click attribution, the advertiser could not see the full 
conversion path. The brand implemented a cross-device attribution 
solution that allowed them to track individual touchpoints and evaluate 
the contribution of each interaction.

This resulted in a much better understanding of the comprehensive 
consumer path, including:

Case Study: Understanding the customer journey

57%  
of all customer 

journeys engaged  
on 2 or more  

devices.

62%  
additional touchpoints 
identified (vs. single-
device attribution).

13%  
of conversions 

wouldn`t be seen 
without cross device 

tracking.

http://www.i-com.org
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A US Telco wanted to create the perfect balance between awareness and 
direct response investment.  Historically, last touch attribution overstated 
the contribution of direct response.  A thorough MTA test revealed 
that consumers were 8x more likely to convert when exposed to both 
awareness and direct response messaging.  

Armed with this learning, they mapped out the path to conversion and 
created a new approach to media planning.  Specifically, they turned 
their traditional buying model on its head by consolidating awareness & 
direct response dollars with a select list of high reach partners who could 
sequentially message their own audiences and deliver on the conversion 
insight.  By implementing this new buying model, the following results 
were achieved:

Case Study: Using insights to rationalize media buying 

83% lift in purchase volume 
attributed to display media.

Over $1.2MM in incremental 
value per month.

http://www.i-com.org
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Full funnel analysis of marketing activities.

Analysis of incremental impact on channel, placement, and keyword.

Direct comparison to last-click analysis results to expose 
misalignment of channel budgets.

A European travel reward program tasked its agency to drive incremental 
new conversions and validate that increasing the budget would 
correspondingly increase net new conversions.  One of the biggest 
challenges was pulling in disparate streams of data from unconnected 
channels into one attribution product in order to have a holistic view of 
performance.  Specifically, the agency sought to understand:

The impact of display marketing activity on net new conversions.

Channel performance across all campaigns.

The impact of generic and brand messaging on campaign goals.

Case Study: Using MTA to grow online sales 

The agency partnered with its attribution vendor to implement a MTA 
solution, which included:

After the analysis revealed that display advertising was very impactful in 
driving incremental conversions, the agency executed weekly optimizations 
to maximize efficiency. Through these efforts the brand saw:

11,844% 
uplift (vs. last-

click) in attributed 
conversions for 

display.

8% 
cost saving 

opportunity for paid 
search.

42%  
increase in online 

bookings.

http://www.i-com.org
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A leading US TV provider sought to overcome cookie rejection, fraud, 
viewability and cross-device fragmentation to measure and optimize 
digital media campaigns.  To achieve this lofty objective would require 
its attribution vendor to unify, cleanse and model conversion path data 
for more accurate insights.  To realize this goal, the brand’s partners 
worked together to deliver an integrated technology stack to achieved 
extraordinary results:

Case Study: Integrating ad-tech to achieve greater        
returns 

Cookieless tracking was implemented to unify lost impressions and 
clicks associated with blocked or rejected cookies.

A leading device graph was integrated on each ad call and site visit 
to stitch together the cross-device customer journey. 

Verification outputs were ingested at the impression level to identify 
non-viewable and fraudulent impressions – and to remove them 
from the conversion paths. 

The cleansed, unified conversion path data was modeled using 
MTA algorithms. 

Modeling enhanced (cleansed and unified) data resulted in a 7% 
increase in media attributed conversions, compared to MTA using 
single-device, cookie-based data.

Among channels, display saw a 72% relative gain in conversions 
(compared to using single-device, cookie-based MTA).

The results from the initiative demonstrated the impact of enhanced data 
and algorithmic MTA:

http://www.i-com.org
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Within 30 days of optimizing based on the MTA insights, the 
advertiser saw a 20% reduction in display CPA and a 33% reduction 
in non-brand search CPA (7.9%).

With each set of insights emerged a new set of questions, enabling 
continuous learning and ongoing optimizations.  

http://www.i-com.org
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CALL TO ACTION

The increasing reliance on programmatic buying has resulted in a race to 
the bottom of the funnel.  Last-touch attribution exacerbates the situation by 
rewarding low-funnel cookie bombers and diverting budget from upper-funnel 
marketing opportunities.  The cost of status quo is no longer sustainable. 
Meanwhile, the benefits of MTA are very compelling.

Since its introduction almost 10 years ago, MTA has come a long way.  
While some early adopters may have been underwhelmed, MTA’s value 
proposition has improved dramatically in recent years.  With more advanced 
data, tools and best practices, it’s now possible to map the customer journey 
and assess the contribution of each touchpoint with ease and clarity in a 
cost-effective way.  With accurate and actionable insights, marketers can 
execute more strategic and impactful media plans, reward worthy partners 
and eliminate waste, fraud and cookie-bombing along the way.
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